Jaggi Vasudev plays golf in city

Mysore-born Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev, founder of the Coimbatore-based Isha Foundation, is in city since yesterday. This most unusual mystic was caught playing golf by SOM photographer Hampa Nagaraj amidst the drizzling and windy climate at the JWGC Golf Course in city this morning along with Karnataka Police Academy (KPA) Director Amar Kumar Pandey and others. Apart from practising yoga and asanas, the Sadhguru also loves music, sports and trekking.

NEW AVATAR: Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev, who is usually seen in his traditional head-gear and a saffron robe, is seen sporting a hat and a T-shirt, all set to take on the Golf Course.

KPA Director Amar Kumar Pandey is seen greeting Jaggi Vasudev before play.

The Sadhguru is seen teeing off the golf ball as Amar Kumar Pandey, JWGC Hon. Secretary Paramjit Singh, golfers Ashokanand and Prabhakar look on.